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Abstract 

 

The focus of the research is the hemp and flax industry in the Cartmel Peninsula, an area located on 

the northern side of Morecambe Bay in north-west England. There were many individuals and groups 

of craftsmen identified in the processing of hemp and flax and examples of products being produced 

in the 17th and 18th century. Later in the 18th and 19th century we identified Benjamin and Isaac Hall, 

and William Dover organising the local flax industry. We used Parish records from the 16th to 19th 

century to identify weavers and other craftsmen and we examined a selection of inventories from the 

17th and 18th centuries. The detailed research notes of Davies-Shiel identified areas that needed in-

vestigation. Inventories show a cottage industry as illustrated by Templand which became a more 

intensive operations in High Newton and Allithwaite / Flookburgh from the late 18th and into the 

early part of the 19th century.  
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The Cartmel Peninsula, the southern part of the Ancient Parish of Cartmel, excluding Cartmel Fell  

and the northern part of Staveley Township, in north-west England, is situated on the northern side 

of Morecambe Bay in Cumbria, formerly in the County of Lancashire north of the sands (Fig. 1). 

Until the building of the railway in the middle of the 19th century the population in the Parish was 

small ca 5000, and distributed widely in small hamlets, with centres of population in Cartmel, Flook-

burgh and Cark. Before the railway the main access to the Peninsula was by the treacherous cross-

sands route or by boat. A packhorse trail from Newton Fell in the north connected to Kendal and a 

toll road creating an east/west route was opened on the northern boundary in 1821. The Peninsula 

rises gently from the coast and was extensively agricultural land with 8000-9000 acres of Commons 

land enclosed at the end of the 18th century, The Peninsula appeared to be self-sufficient with a mixed 

arable and pasture cultivation, including the growing of flax and hemp for producing textiles and 

other goods. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Ancient Parish of Cartmel showing Cartmel Peninsula   (1). 

Mike Davies-Shiel researched the growing and processing of flax and hemp on the Cartmel Peninsula. 
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His map (2) shows the retting pond features in the landscape and the field named Weaving Shed 

Meadow in High Newton, and he investigated  Flax Spinning at Hill Mill near to Cartmel (3), illus-

trated in  Figs 2 & 3. Amongst his notes (3)  he wrote that ‘Flookburgh is reputed to have a Flax 

Manufactory as well, but as yet, little proof c 1761-1796-1803 when Cornthwaite moved to Ha’penny 

Green Pr Pk. Probably the whole region, some 30 years before Cotton Mill began, was making Sail 

cloth for shipping built around Morecambe Bay. ’ Using his notes and carrying out our own research 

of inventories and Parish Registers to expand his findings we will show how the area of  Allithwaite, 

Flookburgh, Cark to the South (Fig. 2) and High Newton to the North (Fig. 3) became centres for a 

flax textile industry during the 18th and early 19th century and will trace its establishment in the 17th 

century.  

 

Fig. 2.  Map of the Southern part of the Cartmel Peninsula 

The Parish Register of births marriages and burials for this Parish dating back to the middle of the 

sixteenth century is a starting point for discovering occupations but the records are fragmented, as 

there were no standard rules about recording occupations and there are periods when no occupation 

were noted. For example: In the Register for 1559 to 1661 26 trades are mentioned and webster (an 
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archaic term for a weaver) is only found in two entries and between 1660 and 1723 50 trades are 

mentioned and webster is only found in three entries and weaver in ten entries. 

 

Fig 3. Map of the Northern part of the Cartmel Peninsula showing features identified by Davies-Shiel 

(3). 

 

The term hemp features extensively in inventories and hemplands in documents. Dialect is difficult 

to pin down and in Lancashire and the north there are suggestions that hemp could be a term for flax. 

For example: ‘Hempland is a small piece of land set apart for growing flax for family use’ (4). Linen 

and flax products seem very important in the district.   

 

Allithwaite Lower Parish 

 Templand (the hempland e.g., as suggested by Stockdale (5)) is a small hamlet of 5 or 6 farms / crofts 

on rising land between the hamlet of Allithwaite and the village of Cartmel.  The collection of eight-

een inventories, (Table 1) 5 without itemized information, illustrate how the small community were 

involved in a cottage textile industry from 1616 up to 1718 when detailed inventories ceased.  Clearly 

hemp was grown (Roger Fell had tow which could have been uncleansed wool or flax or shorter 

fibres of flax or hemp separated by heckling and hemp seed), and there were 10 farmers with hemp 
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in their stores. Flax is rarely listed in these inventories but George Hayle had linen yarn which is 

made from flax, Margaret Hall and Augustine Fell had harden which is a coarse linen fabric and the 

Wallers had linen.  There was quite a cottage industry in the middle of the 17th century. Yarn appears 

to have been produced by the Bateman, Hayle and Burscough families who possessed the spinning 

wheels. The farms also kept a few sheep and wool appears on the inventories later in the period. Wool 

wheels were specified in only 2 inventories. The only weaving looms mentioned in the locality were 

located at Templand (Table 1). 

 

 

Table 1: Extracts from Inventories of Templand Residents 

Roger Fell (6) 1616 hempe and yarn 2s; tow and hemp seed 

Jennet Waller (7) 1621 hemp and yarn; one frame 

Richard Bateman (8) 1645 hempe seed 2s; hemp and yarn £1 2s; wool 10s, spinning wheel 1s, sheets & other linen £1 

19s, white woolen cloth 10s 

George Hayle (9) 1665 cloth and linen yarn 8s; sheets and new cloth £1 4s; sacks, pokes and wool £1 1s, spinning wheel 

2s 

Margaret Hall (10) 1668 hempseed & seefe (sieve) 1s 8d, harden, yarns & wool £6 10s, hemp (malt oats & barley) £3 

10s 

John Burscough (11) 1668 hempe; spinning wheel 

Augustine Simpson (12) 1672 a pair of studdles (loom frame) 6s 8d, hemp 10s, yarne 16s, 3 yds tickine & bedding  

Richard Holmes (13) 1678 sacks, poakes & hemp yarn 3s 4d, wool wheel & other things 1s 

Robert Bateman (14) 1684 hempe 7s 

William Gardner (15) 1689 1 stone hemp yarn 6s, hemp growing 8s 

Edward Waller (16) 1703 wheat and hemp 13s 4d, wool £2; linnen £1 

Anne Waller (17) 1707 linnen £1 3s 4d, woolen cloth 15s 

Augustine Fell (18) 1711 woolen cloth and harden cloth 4s  

George Hall (19) 1718 wooll £1, hemp 16s 

 

At Outerthwaite, a farm situated just to the south of Templand and between the hamlet of Allithwaite 

and Flookburgh, a 1731 estate map (20) has fields named Hemplands and Tenter Bank extending to 

about 30 acres. The inventory of John Saul of Allithwaite, shows a large dyeing business which was 

most probably located at Outerthwaite. John Saule, dyer, died in Allithwaite in October 1674 and 
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Anne his wife and Thomas Gaskell, his son in law, were appointed executors. Extracted from his 

inventory (21) the extent of his business is revealed (Table 2). He was able to produce a rainbow of 

colours. Many of these products could have been imported via Southampton and brought up to Kendal 

by packhorse (22) . 

Table 2: John Saul’s Inventory                                                                           

                                                                                                      £     s    d 

a stone Morter Trough dish stage                                   ) 

A Lanthorn(lantern) etc att Mallyson Salt Garths           ) 

Webb, a Hand saw womble (a large gimlet) & chissell  )           00  12  00 

 Six stone of Iron, Hack (pick axe)                                              00  13  04 

 an Oake tree                                                                                00  06  08 

 a Kissett (Kist) a pr of wheeles  Thread sacks   ) 

a stone & a half  wooll                                        )                       01  01  00 

for Dyeing Stuffe bought by the deceased          ) 

a little before his death & Since reterned            )                      23  14  00 

And for Carriage thereof                                                             01  12  00 

 for Broadcloth                                                                            02  10  00 

Woodwiths                                                                                  00  05  00 

Allam                                                                                          00  03  00 

Redwood                                                                                     00  11  00 

Three Stone & an half of Fustirke                                              00  04  00 

Galles                                                                                          00  07  00 

Mather                                                                                         00  18  00 

Indiro                                                                                           00  02  00 

 

for dyeing stuffe used by Thomas          ) 

Gaskell Since his Fathers death              )                                  00  14  00 

 

Notes on Table 2: 

Oake tree would have provided bark that would have been used as tannin, a mordant used with iron 

and alum. 

Iron was used a colour changer and for making dyes colour and light fast. 

Allam or alum was mined at Whitby and on the Yorkshire coast. In 1667 imports of alum were pro-

hibited. It was used as a mordant to bond the dye to the fibre. It improves light and washfastness of 

all natural dyes and keeps colours clear. 
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Redwood or brazil wood produced a range of strong red colours. It came from Brazil via Portugal. 

Fustirke was probably fustic, a tannin. It is from a mulberry tree grown in Brazil and the West Indies 

and produces a yellow dye. 

Galles would be oak galls, a tannin, which produced a black dye using water, tannins and iron. 

Indiro could be indigo and it was imported from India. It produced a blue dye. 

Mather probably madder, a plant whose roots produce a bright red dye that does not fade. 

 

Other dyers have been identified to see if this inventory was unusual. Thomas Benson, a Quaker of 

Ulverston, was a dyer whose 1670 inventory (23) had dye stuff valued at £2 10s 4d but there is no 

detail. Bryan Fell, Ulverstone, dyer whose inventory (24) is also dated 1670 included Barrels & bar-

row & other goods in ye dyehouse 9s. John Satchell (25) notes that the 1690 inventory for George 

Askew, a Kendal dyer, included in the cellar dyeing stuff Charcoal etc valued at 14s. In comparison 

to these dyers John Saul’s business appears to be much larger but as there is so little detail in the other 

inventories it is impossible to make any meaningful comparison. John Saul would have learned the 

trade as an apprentice, probably in Kendal. As it was such a specialist trade it was very secretive 

about processes, nothing was written down and recipes were passed on from dyer to dyer. 

The business was passed to Susan Saule, John’s daughter who was living at Outerthwaite with her 

sister Jane, Thomas Gaskarth’s wife. The family name was variously spelt and this will be the Thomas 

Gaskell mentioned in the inventory. Thomas Gaskell or Gaskarth, John’s executor, was working with 

John Saule as the inventory refers to Thomas’s use of dye stuff since ‘his Fathers death’ i.e., John’s 

death as the term ‘Father’ has been seen to be used instead of father in law in other local inventories.  

At Wraysholme, on the edge of Morecambe Bay and close to Outerthwaite and Allithwaite, the Dick-

inson’s and Bare families were the occupiers and inventories between 1637 and 1690 have survived 

(Table 3). In contrast to Templand, Wraysholme inventories contain no evidence of processing the 

crop, only of growing hemp. 

Table 3: Inventories from Wraysholme 

Hugh Diconson (26) 1637  hempe 5s wool £1 5s 

Thomas Diconson (27) 1664 hempe peeled and unpeeled 14s 
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Robert Baire (28) 1685 oats, wool line(another name for flax, flax thread or cloth) and other things £1 6s 8d 

Ann Bare (29) 1690 hemp and yarne 13s 

 

Private documents at Wraysholme detail problems that befell Robert Bare in 1755. He had become a 

successful merchant and had rented a shop in Cartmel from 1733 from where he operated his draper’s 

business. However, he became bankrupt and had to sell all of his land comprising the Wraysholme, 

Wyke and Holme Estates (three farms adjacent to Morecambe Bay at Humphrey Head between Al-

lithwaite and Flookburgh) to raise money to pay his creditors. Robert's son William (born 1729/30) 

was described as a chapman in the documents and a William Bare flaxman of Cartmel was made a 

Burgess of Lancaster in 1757. This is the only evidence that the Bare family were involved in the 

industry in the area. 

 

Cark (Lower Holker Parish) 

At Cark there were fields named Tenter Bank, Tenter Croft and Tenter Garth where cloth was 

stretched on frames for drying and a fulling mill was located below them on the River Eea.  The 

earliest reference to an occupier of these fields is Richard Kellett (30) of Tenterbank in a will dated 

1602. Archive documents show several transfers of the fulling mill and the tenter-ground between 

1676 and 1696 with the occupiers being Agnes Simpson and her son Robert Simpson of Templand, 

then Philip Towers, taylor of Carke (31). John Strickland, late of Carke, fuller was also mentioned in 

the document as the occupier before the Simpson’s in 1676. Therefore, this fulling mill was operating 

at the same time as the dyeing shop in Allithwaite / Outerthwaite. 

James Stockdale was building ships at Cark (32) in the 18th century.  In 1732 Luke Bradley, a sail-

maker (made from canvas, a linen cloth) took on an apprentice named John Crossfield of Gateside, 

Cartmel (33). Luke purchased the former paper mill (which could have been the former fulling mill) 

called the lower paper mill (34) with the Tenter Garth and lived at Rosthwaite which is on the road 

to Cartmel, north of Cark. Adjacent was a pond, on the common, that could have been used as a 
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retting pond and another possible retting pond has been tentatively identified on the road between 

Cark and Cartmel adjacent to Cark Shaw Wood between the River Eea and Mireside Beck (now Mere 

Beck). John’s father, Richard Crossfield, was described as a weaver in Parish register entries between 

1716 and 1723 and his brother Thomas was a webster in Churchtown. As well as Carke and Flook-

burgh, Templand, Birkby, Peartree and Walton were located close by and in this period there is evi-

dence of weavers in the area. John Barber, a spinner, lived at Nether Carke in 1719. Thomas Simpson, 

webster, lived at Peartree in 1720-22. William Johnson of Birkby, Cartmel, weaver, was mentioned 

in defamation cause papers Threlfall v Dickinson in 1723 (35). James Bailman, linen webster of 

Flookburgh, died in 1735 and his inventory included loomes and gears (in the Workhouse) valued at 

12s 6d. John Fell, weaver of Cark in Cartmel, in his inventory of 1738, had looms and lomber-

ment (lumber?) worth £1 (36). There were signs that the industry may have been struggling as 

Thomas Holm(e) from Cartmel parish, weaver, aged 35 was indented to John Taylor of London, a 

Virginia plantation owner, for 4 yrs from June 1st 1739. He sailed to Maryland in 1739 (37). Edward 

High of Cartmel (Parish) a weaver was named in May 1743 in insolvency debtor papers (38). Thomas 

and Edward’s exact locations were not identified.  

The Cark mill was taken over by Thomas Barrow of Nether Cark (39)  in 1734 as Luke Bradley 

assigned the premises to his creditors (40), flax dressers John Robinson from Warrington, John 

Rawlinson from Liverpool, John Fletcher and his son-in-law William Richardson (41). Following 

Thomas’s death, Jennet Barrow, his wife, of Myreside sold the site to James Stockdale senior, Wil-

liam Crossfield and William Richardson (Cark Cotton mill partnership) in 1762 (42). Henry Bradley 

who may have been related to Luke and Charles Robinson were described as sailmakers in Cartmel 

Parish Register but there is no evidence of where they worked or if they worked with Luke Bradley.  

Another industry important to the area was rope making. Rope is made from strands of flax or hemp 

and Henry Jopson of Cark, rope maker, was named in Cartmel Parish Register in 1719 when his 

daughter Katherine was baptised on 6 January. A ropehouse (31) with utensils at Little Croft near 
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Damside existed in the 18th century. It was probably making rope for the shipbuilders. Close by there 

was a paper mill (from at least 1616 to 1824 according to Cartmel Parish Register entries) which 

would have used waste linen as its raw material. John Atkinson of Cark, ragman was buried at Cart-

mel in 1741.  

Therefore Cark was a busy industrial area producing and using products made from flax and hemp 

before the Cotton Mill was established in 1784. The business lasted about 30 years before failing and 

the mill was sold in 1814 becoming a corn mill. 

 

William Dover of Flookburgh 

Evidence of an organised flax industry in the Allithwaite and Flookburgh area occurs in 1777 when 

William Dover, flaxman of Flookburgh, insured both his business and private house for £800 (43) 

which included £550 for utensils and stock in the warehouse. He had no weaving shop but he had a 

small workshop for the flax dressing.   According to Margaret Robinson (43) the insurance of £550 

for utensils and stock in the warehouse is too much for Dover to be processing alone. In 1786 and 

1787 he supplied broad hardens (a course hard cloth) worth a total of £70 to A and J Rawlinson of 

Lancaster for export   (44). The hardens he supplied must have been made by domestic weavers. 

His business embraced the whole manufacturing process. Dover was a flaxman who expanded, ra-

ther than a weaver who did well (43) 

 

William Dover, described as a weaver, was 22 when he married Grace Robinson on 4 March 1753 at 

Cartmel (45)). William was born at Monk Coniston, Coniston and his mother Ann, was a daughter of 

Alexander Wearing, weaver of Grindleton (Ribble Valley) and William followed the family occupa-

tion.  William Dover’s insured premises were at The Wyke, purchased in 1774 (46) which had been 

part of the Wraysholme Estate until 1755, at the base of Humphrey Head, close to Flookburgh and 

Allithwaite. The Wyke had been the home of the Bare family until 1733 when they moved to Cartmel 
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to open a draper’s shop. Perhaps flax processing had been undertaken there before William Dover 

purchased the property. 

In a land purchase a year earlier, in 1773, he was still described as a weaver but in the 1774 purchase 

he was described as a flaxman. Could flax have been retted on the adjoining marsh or peatmosses as 

there is no evidence of retting ponds in the vicinity of the farm? In Warton Parish on the other side 

of the Morecambe Bay retting took place on the peatmoss (47) also described by Mary Higham in 

other parts of North-west England e.g., Askham Bog (48). Another retting process called dew retting 

could have been used where the flax or hemp is laid on harvested stubble and the effects of sun, rain 

and dew rots the pectin which holds the fibres around the central core of the stem. This process is 

slower than water retting.  William, still described as a flax dresser, was buried at Cartmel (59) on 26 

March 1794 aged 62 years (49).  

 

Flaxmen, Websters and Weavers 

From the Parish Register and other records there is plenty of evidence of flaxmen, websters and 

weavers in the district at this time many of whom were probably working with William Dover of 

Flookburgh then Isaac Hall of Newton who had purchased Hill Mill, Cartmel in 1793. 

Table 4: Flaxmen, websters and weavers in the 18th century 

Name Location Occupation Year occupation  

first mentioned 

Thomas Crossfield Church Town, Cartmel Webster 1752 

John Allanby Church Town, Cartmel Webster 1753 

John Slater Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1757 

William Bare Church Town, Cartmel and Wraysholme, 

Allithwaite 

Flaxman 
1757 

Wm Smith  Templand, Allithwaite Webster 1757 

Jonathan Skelton Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1757 

John Wood  Church Town, Cartmel Flaxdresser 1757 

Thomas Barrow Cartmell weaver 1760 
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Anthony Elletson Flookburgh Flaxman 1764 

Thomas Grisedale Cartmel Weaver 1766 

William Jackson  Church Town, Cartmel Harden 

Weaver 
1771 

Edward Thornbarrow  Cartmel Weaver 1776 

Christopher Thornborrow Flookburgh Webster 1778 

Thomas Simpson Flookburgh Weaver 1779 

John Wells Church Town, Cartmel Webster 1780 

Edward Bayliff Church Town, Cartmel Flaxman 1781 

Robert Swan  Cark Weaver 1785 

Nicholas Long Church Town, Cartmel Calico Weaver 1800 

John Ashburner Flookburgh Weaver 1803 

Cornelius Long Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1803 

William Hodgson Templand, Allithwaite Calico maker 1804 

Robert Wallbank Walton Hall, Cartmel Weaver 1804 

John Cury Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1805 

William Miller Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1807 

James Simpson Flookburgh Weaver 1809 

Thomas Clark  Hard Crag, Cartmel Weaver 1814 

 

 

Newton (Upper Allithwaite Parish) 

Upper (now High) and Lower (now Low) Newton lie between Lindale and Ayside on the northern 

boundary of the Peninsula. There is lots of evidence remaining in the landscape of an extensive flax 

industry around High Newton. Mike Davies-Shiel identified remains of retting ponds in the area be-

tween Low Newton and High Newton and between High Newton and Ayside (3). Engineered water 

courses and sites of retting ponds and platforms can still be distinguished in the fields. They have 

probably survived as the land is poor and has not been ploughed. The date of the retting ponds con-

struction is unknown but there is evidence that they were in use in the 18th century. An area through 

which the stream flows in High Newton which is now grass was named Steeping Dub on the first 

Ordnance Survey map and this was probably where retting took place before legislation in the 16th 
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century outlawed such practices in running water. Mike Davies Shiel also identified a field as Weav-

ing Sheds Meadow (Fig 3). However, where he found this information is not recorded and neither 

field name on maps nor document have been found containing the name. To give some credence to 

the field-name, a house adjoining the meadow contains a warping frame, consisting of two posts and 

a tie beam, identical to a warping frame shown in The Pattern Book of 1769, reproduced by Kendal 

Town Council in 2010 (50). It is possible that the looms in the weaving sheds used the warps made 

in the house. 

There is evidence of hemp and flax being used in the area.  Joseph Britten, a Quaker of Overnewton 

had hemp and hairs valued at 10s 6d and ropes valued at 4s 6d in his inventory of 1701 (51). Robert 

Barrow of Upper Newton was recorded as a roper in his child’s baptism record in 1718 and his in-

ventory in 1738 (52). Thomas Hadwen (53) of Upper Newton, a linen webster according to his 1715 

inventory had owned studles and gear (£1) and hemp yarn. Another warping frame may have been 

identified at Brown Robin at Grange (54). 

 

Benjamin Hall and Isaac Hall of Newton 

At High Newton, Benjamin Hall (55), a Quaker, flaxdresser and weaver lived and worked and a 1786 

insurance certificate (56) recorded the extent of his business. His dwelling house was insured for 

£130; household goods £70; crofts, warehouses and stables adjoining in his yard £50; utensils and 

stock (hay, straw and horses excepted) therein £400; flax shop opposite in the yard £5; utensils and 

stock therein £10; workshop at the end of the yard £10; utensils and stock therein £25. It noted they 

were all of stone and slated and the total insurance value was £700. 

Table 5:  A comparison of flax businesses in the area 

Name Location items insured amount and year 

William Dover Flookburgh utensils and stock in warehouse £550 in 1777 (43) 
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Fells and Lawery Ulverston stock and tools £600 in 1780 (57) 

Benjamin Hall High  

Newton 

total stock and utensils in warehouse, flax 

shop and workshop 

£435 in 1786 (56) 

 

However, the figures (Table 5) of the 3 similar businesses do not reflect the success and wealth of 

Benjamin Hall who initially lived in Ayside. He had built an impressive house in Upper Newton 

which has a datestone of 1754 and a rainwater hopper with the date 1765. In 1765 he had purchased 

Kendal Castle Estate with Thomas Holme and James Dowker. Margaret Robinson claimed that seven 

manufacturers from Wray to Flookburgh, from Galgate to Milnthorpe, all used hemp rather than flax, 

making hardens, hemp bagging and twine and supplied A J Rawlinson of Lancaster. The largest sup-

plier in this group was Isaac Hall, Benjamin’s son, of Newton in Cartmel, with £85 of hardens (58).  

However in 1778 goods imported at Lancaster from Riga on the Industry included 40 packs of flax 

for Benjamin Hall (59) and in 1784 he had cargo on the Recovery that arrived at Lancaster from 

Petersburgh comprising 16 bundles of hemp, 178 bobbins of flax and 401 bars of iron (60). 

Upper Newton was located on the packhorse route between Cartmel and Kendal where the cloth 

market was located with six packhorses weekly from Cartmel (61) until the Ulverstone to Carnforth 

turnpike road opened in 1821. Before 1790, when he died, Benjamin Hall was responsible with James 

Stockdale Senior of Cark in making the local communities improve the highway between Cark and 

Newton (62) Cark had a wharf and was classed as a port in the 18th century so goods would also be 

imported and exported by water.  

In 1787 John Wilkinson, the iron master who lived at Castlehead, Lindale, was the only person who 

took trouble to send samples of Chinese hemp fibre to the Royal Society of Arts in ‘a state fit for the 

purpose of manufactures’ after that Society had distributed the seeds of the plant to a large number 

of persons for experimental growth (63). It is not clear whether the hemp was grown at Broseley in 

Shropshire or on one of his other estates. Wilkinson’s report on the product was unfavourable (64). 
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Isaac Hall was interested in botany and had a large collection of books (65). With his knowledge and 

John Wilkinson’s interest in agricultural development perhaps they worked together on the project 

and the seeds were cultivated in Lindale or High Newton.  

 

 

Hill Mill, Cartmel (Upper Holkker Parish) 

After Benjamin’s death in 1790 his son Isaac continued the business until his premature death in 

1815. Isaac was described as a flax dealer and manufacturer. In 1793 he purchased and operated Hill 

Mill at Cartmel as a flax spinning mill until 1813 (66). Hill Mill was located to the north west of 

Cartmel Church Town. The insurance value for the mill was £350, machinery £450 and stock £20 

(67).  He formed a partnership with his cousin Thomas Pearson, trading as Hall and Pearson (68) until 

the partnership was dissolved in 1806 (69). Thomas took on a flax mill at Sparkbridge which failed 

in 1808 when Thomas was declared bankrupt (70). Other mills in the area included The New Cotton 

Mill at Backbarrow that had been established in 1782. When that business failed in 1808 the Old Mill 

was described as a flax mill. There were also flax mills in Cartmel Fell. 

Mike Davies Shiel researched Hill Mill at Cartmel (3). It was a newly erected cotton mill in 1793 

when Isaac Hall purchased it (66). James Marshall and Matthew Murray had invented a machine to 

spin flax in 1791 and Isaac took advantage of this new invention. When the equipment was sold in 

1818 from The Flax Mill at Ghyll Head, Cartmel Fell to where it had been transferred to be used by 

Isaac Pearson it included spinning frames, roving frames, carding engines, and sundry other articles, 

necessary for spinning (71). Mike Davies-Shiel identified a retting pond close by between Hard Cragg 

and Well Knowe (72). 
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The Industry in the Newton and Ayside area 

Parish Registers records and other records (Table 6) identify weavers and flax workers around New-

ton from the late 1770s. In 1773 Nether Newton weaver Thomas Rideing’s inventory (73) only 

showed Wool Wheel 1s 6d and Wool Ware 8s 6d. 

Table 6: Flaxmen and weavers in the Newton Area 

 
Name location Occupation Year occupation 

William Barrow Newton webster 1777 burial 

Peter Carter Upper Newton / 

Ayside 

flaxman 1778,1784 

Thomas Moore Newton weaver 1785 

Peter McGriffin Broughton in 

Cartmel 

weaver 1786 

George Parkinson Cartmel weaver 1794 

John Redhead Upper Newton weaver 1802-1816 

William Redhead Upper Newton flaxman 

weaver 

hand loom 

weaver 

1803 

1805-1821 

1841 and 1851 cen-

sus 

Thomas Foster Hill Mill yarn spinner 1802 

Francis Walling Upper Newton weaver 1803-1806 

John Walker Upper Newton weaver 1804-1809 

Thomas Moore Ayside weaver 1805 

Thomas Ashburner Nether Newton   weaver 1805-1808 

John Strickland Nether Newton 

Upper Newton 

weaver 1805 

1807 

Thomas Worshert (Wishart or          

Wishert),       

Upper Newton weaver 1807-1814 

James Mattinson Upper Newton weaver 1808-1816 

William Penny Barber Green 

Ayside 

Weaver 

weaver 

1808, 1815 

1810-1813 

Richard Huntington Newton weaver 1811 
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flax dresser 1813 

Isaac Robinson Newton flax dresser 1813 

John Austin Cartmel Parish flax dresser 1815 

Robert Redhead Newton weaver 1817-1828 

Thomas Muckelt Upper Newton weaver 1821-1822 

William Wilson High Newton Retired hand 

loom weaver 

1851 census 

 

The decline of the industry was caused by Isaac Hall’s death but how much longer it would have 

survived is debatable looking at how local, larger mills at Cark and Backbarrow had failed.  Workers 

moved to where the work was located. At Yealand, across Morecambe Bay, a flax dressing mill was 

established by the Waitham family in 1825 (47). Several flax dressers were identified between 1802-

1835 with the majority between 1824-1833 and there was an extensive cottage based weaving indus-

try in the village. 

During this period Parish Register entries show that weaving still continued around the Flookburgh 

and Cartmel area (Table 7).  The Cotton Mill in Cark operated between about 1784 and 1808 (74) 

and workers were accommodated in cottages adjacent to the mill with 60 water-powered weaving 

frames (67). A significant number of weavers working up to the 1820s lived close-by in Flookburgh 

and Cartmel (Table 7) although there is no information to suggest whether they were weaving cotton 

or hemp / flax.  

Table 7: Weavers from Cartmel in the early 19th century 

Name Location Occupation Year occupation 

mentioned 

Thomas Ashburner  Flookburgh weaver 1798-1803 

Nicholas Long 

 

Clogger Beck, Cartmel Calico weaver 1800 

John Ashburner Flookburgh Weaver 1803,1809-1814 
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Cornelius Long Church Town, Cartmel Weaver 1803-1812 

William Hodgson Templand,Allithwaite 

Lindale 

calico weaver  

weaver 

1804-1805 

1808 

Robert Wallbank Walton Hall, Cartmel weaver 1804 

John Cury Church Town, Cartmel weaver 1805 

William Miller Church Town, Cartmel weaver 1807 

James Simpson Flookburgh weaver 1809 

Thomas Dickinson Flookburgh weaver 1809-1818 

Thomas Clark Hard Crag, Cartmel weaver 1812-1818 

William Wardley  Cark weaver 1815-19 

William Moore Flookburgh weaver 1817-1827 

Edward Wardley Dowtern, Cark weaver 1819-1827 

Joshua Wardley Cark weaver 1821, 1826 

John Caddy Grange weaver 1822 

 

 

Discussion 

In Warton Parish across Morecambe Bay (75) which is a similar parish topographically to Allithwaite 

Lower Parish, 157 inventories were reviewed. In the 17th century hemp was found in half the Sil-

verdale inventories and one third of the Yealand inventories and only a very small number (3%) of 

the inventories contained flax in the whole of Warton. Spinning wheels were mentioned in a quarter, 

looms in eight and they were all valued at less that £1. Spindles were often used to produce yarn but 

they were too small to be recorded in inventories. The data shows the widespread cultivation of hemp, 

processing and spinning to produce yarn from both hemp and wool most of which was dispatched to 

websters in close by Carnforth to produce cloth (76).   

John Marshall examined 300 inventories in the region (77). Of 89 inventories for the elevated loca-

tions in the Kendal and Furness deaneries, 18 contained wool or woollen yarn, 18 hemp and three 

linen or flax. Along the Cumberland coast in 33 inventories there were six mentions of ‘line’ or lint 
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(another term for flax), nine of hemp and seven of wool. Looking at the amount of stock if the family 

were involved in spinning yarn only half a dozen mentioned yarn valued at more than £1 and five of 

these were weavers with looms amongst their possession. He concluded that only in about a twenty-

mile radius of Kendal did a domestic textile industry create income and employment and this was 

from both wool and hemp. He considered that between £2 and £3 income would have been the aver-

age income from the manufacture and sale of yarn or the growing of wool. 

The small number of spinning wheels is noticeable in the Allithwaite area. This may be because they 

were considered as belonging to other family members or were too insignificant to list or spindles 

were used as suggested in the Warton article.  Hemp is the most frequent mentioned material but 

wool and flax or linen are also noted suggesting that a variety of products would have been produced. 

Hemp would be used in rope making, sack material and for fishing nets. Linen yarn would be used 

with wool to make linsey-wolsey cloth. Sail canvas was made from linen cloth. There is evidence of 

a long-established textile industry in the Allithwaite area similar in extent to areas known for produc-

ing textiles such as the hill areas of Furness and Kendal Deaneries and Walton. 

 

Conclusion 

Rope, fishing nets, sacks, clothing and paper were all made from hemp or flax fibre. Spinning and 

weaving the fibre was a domestic cottage industry. It is known that a material called Cartmells existed 

in the 17th century. Landscape evidence and Parish Records were a useful starting point to identify 

the industry through the Peninsula. Official records such as Probate Papers and Conveyances also 

contain evidence and have helped to identify many more people who were involved.  People were 

involved in making their own linen and woollen clothes and the lack of standardised recording of a 

person’s occupation makes it difficult to be certain of the extent of the industry. However, using a 

wide range of documents and making comparisons with research carried out elsewhere it appears that 

a textile industry continued on the Peninsula after the dissolution of the Monasteries.  
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There is plenty of evidence of an organised textile industry existing on the Cartmel Peninsula into the 

19th century. William Dover of Flookburgh and Benjamin and Isaac Hall of Upper Newton were the 

major organisers in the late 18th century and the success of the industry into the early 19th century is 

probably due to the impact of the Napoleonic Wars. The Quaker network that the Hall family were a 

part of gave them contacts to other manufacturers such as the linsey-wolsey manufacturers of Kendal. 

Benjamin Hall was already a wealthy man when he extended his house in Upper Newton in 1756. 

The industry did not die out in the Flookburgh area following the death of William Dover at the end 

of the 18th century as there were weavers still working in the area up to 1827. 

When Isaac Hall died in 1815 his sons were too young to take over the business but technology was 

changing rapidly at this time and cotton was beginning to replace linen production. There were de-

creasing numbers of weavers living in the area after 1815 as they either moved to other areas such as 

Walton and Yealand, near Silverdale, or Ulverston and Lancaster or remained and took up different 

occupations. The 1841 census identified William Redhead and William Wilson both of High Newton 

as the last weavers on the Peninsula and the 1851 census describes 71-year-old William Redhead as 

a pauper (hand loom weaver) and 88-year-old William Wilson as a retired hand loom weaver.  

 

Pat Rowland (email: patrowlanduk@gmail.com)  
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